
Clutterbusters Employee Handbook 

 

We are pleased you’ve decided to join Clutterbusters.  Home organizing is an opportunity to help a 

client improve their lives and gain back some of their time with family and friends. You are helping our 

clients in a long-lasting way and you have been provided with a lot of tips and tricks in the training. 

Time Scheduling and Payroll  

 Please enter your work schedule availability for the following week in the Homebase app no 

later than Thursday at 6 p.m. of the previous week.    We work 7 days per week and schedule 

our clients in both AM and PM slots with a few evening slots.  Most of our jobs are scheduled for 

a 4-hour minimum starting at 10 a.m. Please keep this in mind when providing availability.  You 

must be able to work at least 4 consecutive hours to accept a shift. If you are available to work 

in the evening, please let us know.   

 Please log in and log out when you arrive and finish the project using the Homebase app. If the 

project requires extra time at the client beyond the scheduled hours, please notify the office so 

we can arrange for additional hours. If you are required to drive more than 25 miles from our 

service area, an hourly charge will be paid of $15.00 per hour for drive time. Clutterbusters will 

reimburse you for parking expenses at the client’s location if applicable.  

 Payroll is processed bi-weekly and paid electronically.  

 You are 1099 contractor and responsible for paying your own taxes and expenses. We will 

provide a 1099-MISC form at the end of the year in late-January or early-February.  

 Please provide a clear, professional-looking photo of yourself that will be emailed to the client 

the day before your appointment so they know who to expect. The photo can be in a casual 

environment and does not need to be a stoic headshot. This photo will also be added to the 

Team Members section of our website (unless you decline to have your photo posted online). 

The photo should be a close-up of your face with no other people in the photo (unless we can 

easily crop them out). No cigarettes or alcohol should be in the photo. 

The Client Experience 

Our clients seek us out for a variety of reasons.  We want to provide the best experience for them and 

that includes being judgment-free. We all have things we need to work on and in our case, our clients 

need to work on reorganizing their drawers, closet, kitchen, or their whole house.  Judgement-free 

doesn’t mean that safety isn’t important. If you feel that the home is unsafe or beyond the agreed upon 

scope, please call the office and we will contact the homeowner.   

Dress code: This is a physical job, you are not expected to wear business attire, but you should look neat 

and presentable.  Good hygiene creates the proper image as a Home Organizing professional. Please 

look neat and be properly groomed.  Ripped clothing, clothing with any writing, team insignias, 

messages, or advertisements are not permitted.  Our preference is dark pants, khakis or clean dark 

colored blue or black pants. Presentable jeans are acceptable. Please test your pants in advance by 

bending and stretching. Do they ride up or fall down? Please do not flash our clients with your plumber's 

crack! Be sure to wear your Clutterbusters of Atlanta ID tag.  We can also provide a logo shirt if you 

prefer.   Hair and nails should be neat and clean. Do not use perfume or smelly soap before visiting a 



client as many people are allergic.  Please make sure your clothing is free from rips (even stylish 

intentional rips), stains, or tears.  In hot weather, shorts may be worn provided they are at least to mid-

thigh and in the style of pants, e.g. no athletic shorts or pull on pants or shorts.  Athletic pants and  

shorts, yoga pants or leggings are not permitted.  Please limit your jewelry so it doesn’t snag the clients 

belongings. You must wear clean, closed toe shoes. We suggest something comfortable and supportive 

like a sturdy sneaker or walking shoe. If you have a question, send a picture to the office and we will let 

you know if it meets the Clutterbusters standard.   

Arrival: please plan to arrive 10 minutes before the appointed arrival time. This demonstrates that you 

are organized as time management is a hallmark of organization. DO NOT BE LATE. If there is an 

emergency or traffic delay, call the client when it is safe to do so (DO NOT call/text and drive) and 

inform them. Please gather your tools and bring all to front door before ringing the bell. Please have 

your photo ID ready to show the client when they answer the door.  Be ready to come in and get 

started.  If they ask you to remove your shoes, please offer to cover your shoes with shoe booties. 

Please explain that you need a sturdy foundation on your feet as you will be lifting and moving items 

around. You cannot perform these tasks barefoot or in open toe shoes.  

Greet the client by name.  “Hi Julie. I’m ______ from Clutterbusters. Thanks for inviting us into your 

home. I am pleased to meet you.” Say the clients name again within the first few minutes in order to 

make sure you remember it.  Ask to sit down for a few minutes to go over the project as we’ve provided 

to you. Please repeat the details to the client “I understand you would like us to bust the clutter in your 

closets?  Our job sheet indicates will we work together for four hours on your bedroom closets? Is that 

correct?” Then scope out what you will do and what you need from them. If you think you will need 

more than the appointed hours, please discuss with client about what you think you can do in that time 

frame and see if they would like to arrange for more hours now or at the end. They may want you to 

start and they can finish it.  But we should be honest upfront!  

Once you have established the scope of the project, move the client to the room(s) where you will be 

working.  Make sure the rooms align with the project scope. Ask to take "before” pictures of the entire 

area.  Indicate that the photos are private photos and only for their approval and for the company to be 

aware of the project and its scope.   

Outline the project plan and how you will tackle it. Ask if they have bins/totes etc. to put back into the 

space.  Bear in mind, most clients are looking to pare down, not just move around their stuff.  Our goal is 

to bust clutter and that usually means removing from the house. The following steps work for just about 

every scenario but please adjust as needed. Remember, we are not judging but we are trying to help 

them create a usable and peaceful space. Always be positive and proactive and never express shock or 

surprise over the state of the home. 

a. Ask to begin assessing and removing items 

b. Remove everything from the space. We want to empty the space to assess all the items 

c. Ask the client to start the sorting process into five distinct piles.   

i. Keep 

ii. Discard 

iii. Donate 

iv. Sell (this could be moved to the donate pile upon review. Generic items do not 

have much value in consignment shops, eBay, Poshmark etc.)  



1. If the client has small to medium sized items that have value which want 

to sell, you can offer to have them mailed to our Maryland office. 

However, please take photos of the items and ask us in advance if they 

have sufficient value before mailing or committing to sell the items. 

v. Sentimental  

d. Once the piles are sorted, first address the items in the KEEP pile.  You will spend the 

most time in this area.   

i. Is it going back into the closet, pantry, drawer etc?  

ii. Do they use it a lot or should be stored in another location? 

iii. Should they really keep it? Does it work? Does it fit?  If they cannot definitively 

answer this, move to sentimental, as least temporarily 

iv. Remember, you need to guide the client about what they should really keep. 

This is difficult for them and your guidance is needed.  

v. Once you’ve clearly decided what to keep and what is being put back in the 

space, discuss options.   How can you return the KEEP items to the space so they 

are more useful and accessible?  

vi. Discuss a system with the client about how they’d like their items arranged. 

Usually by size and function. 

vii. Ask how they’d like things arranged/folded/returned etc.  This is on an ad hoc 

basis. 

1. If they need storage bins, etc., we can shop for them but you will need 

to arrange for more hours to come back.  Please prepare a list of items 

you think would be helpful. We have a sample shopping list.  

a. It will be helpful if you take catalogs from The Container Store 

and Ikea along on the job. 

e. The DISCARD pile is your easiest pile.   

i. Sort into trash and recycling 

ii. Place trash into your large contractor bags and remove everything at once and 

tie the bag.  

iii. Please the recycling in another pile and begin removing to the appointed area. 

iv. Do not talk them out of discarding anything.  This could backfire on you 

f. When reviewing the DONATE pile, please make sure it fits the criteria of most charities 

to accept items. They don’t want bed pillows, undergarments or swimwear, medicine, 

etc.  Basically, if you wouldn’t want it, they wouldn’t want it. You can place the donate 

items in a box or your white/blue bags.  You can offer to take the donations for the 

client but let them know that you would need to leave 30 minutes early or charge an 

extra 30 minutes of time. Ask if they have a specific place in mind. You should also be 

aware of charitable places that accept donations in your area so you can drop them off 

on your way home. You will be paid that extra time as you are leaving the client early to 

take care of this 

g. Please review the items for SALE carefully and use the same criteria as DONATE.  Bear in 

mind, generic items do not sell or sell for very little. This should be reserved for items 

with tags, high end clothing, tools in a good condition, collectibles. Take pictures of the 

items and email the photos to the office for inspection.  We can sell their smaller items 



and will make arrangements. Otherwise, the client will need to sell their larger items at 

a garage sale, Craigslist or Facebook Marketplace. We can help staff a garage sale so you 

can offer that service. 

h. SENTIMENTAL items:  You will need to spend time in this area as they may have a hard 

time letting go.  Many of the sentimental items can be donated. Remind them that they 

are helping the charity with its financial goals by their donations.  Sentimental items 

may be hard for them to let go so be prepared. Ask if they have other storage options 

available.  

Cleaning- this is NOT a cleaning job. You are not employed as a housekeeper. However, if you are 

rearranging a shelf, you must wipe it down before replacing the items.  The surface should be cleaned. 

We will ask the homeowner to provide the cleaning solution of their choice, but please carry 

Windex/paper towels and/or a canister of wipes with you.  Same thing with any other surface, please 

make sure it looks neat and clean. We suggest sweeping up or vacuuming the carpet in the immediate 

area. Again, you are not the housekeeper for the client but in the process of decluttering you will stir up 

dust and dirt. Please make sure the area is clean when you leave.  We want to leave every area where 

we’ve worked looking better than when we started.  

Finishing up 

Please be mindful of your time.  When you have approximately one hour left of their agreed upon hours, 

please remind them and do an assessment.  “Julie, we have one hour left from the time you arranged. I 

think we can finish this closet in that time.”  If you don’t think you can finish, discuss with them and offer 

more hours.  We don’t want to sound like pushy sales people, but if you think the client needs more 

hours, you are doing them and yourself a favor to ask. If you sell more hours and you are able to 

perform the extra work, we will provide you with a 10% bonus for the additional hours you sell.  

When you are ready to leave, discuss what you have completed, what is left to be completed and how 

that will be accomplished. If you are taking items for drop off, please leave 30 minutes early and/or tell 

them you can take it, but we will bill an extra 30 minutes. 

If you are done, please take at least 5 AFTER photos and email to the office 

Reminders 

 Call the office if you or the client has any questions or the scope of the project is not clear.  

 Call the office if the client has changed things significantly. 

 Call the office if the client needs extra hours, regardless of whether you can stay longer or not 

 Please try and be available for longer than your appointed shift. Please let the office know if 

your availability is flexible or firm.   

 Call the office if you are unable to stay for the agreed upon hours due to unforeseen 

circumstances  

 Remember to ask for more hours 

 Please leave your business card. You can write your name on the back of the card.  

 You may not bring anyone else with you to the appointment - no children, friends, animals, 

spouses etc.   



 Do not smoke on or near the client's property.  If you do smoke, please wash your hands and 

apply hand sanitizer  

 Call the client if you are going to be late. Please allow extra time for traffic!  

 Please do not offer or solicit from our clients for any personal venture including but not limited 

to Mary Kay/Avon, charitable donations, Uber/Lyft or any other business whatsoever.   

 The client MAY offer and you MAY accept water or snacks within reason.  However, you may not 

eat during the appointed hours.  

 You may take one 30-minute lunch for an all-day job.   e.g. “Mr. Jones, I am going to take a 30-

minute break to get some air/check my email/have a lunch.  It is 12:30, I am off the clock until 

1:00.”  This is unpaid. You may not smoke while working at a client location.  For jobs four hours 

or fewer, you can take water/bathroom breaks but within reason. A client WILL complain if the 

organizer not working the full amount of time alloted. If they’ve paid for four hours, they expect 

four hours of labor 

 The client is a client of CLUTTERBUSTERS. We have invested significant time  and money 

securing their business. Offering to work directly for our client violates your independent 

contractor agreement. You will be terminated from Clutterbusters and potentially liable for 

the lost revenue 

Recommended Reading Material 

In addition to the Clutterbusters training manual, we recommend that you read the following books for 

inspiration and technique: 

 The Home Edit by Clea Shearer 

 Real Life Organizing by Cassandra Aarssen 

 Beautifully Organized: A Guide to Function and Style in Your Home by Nikki Boyd 

 The Complete Book of Home Organization 

 Top-To-Bottom Home Organizing: A Complete Guide to Organizing Every Room in the Home 

 Real Life Organizing: Clean and Clutter-Free in 15 Minutes a Day 

 The Home Edit: A Guide to Organizing and Realizing Your House Goals (Includes Refrigerator 

Labels) 

 

 

 


